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August 30, 2022 
 
 
NCSHA Task Force on Recommended Practices in Housing Credit Administration 
National Council of State Housing Agencies 
444 North Capitol Street NW 
Suite 438 
Washington, DC 20001 
 
Attention: Jim Tassos, jtassos@ncsha.org  
 
 
Dear NCSHA Task Force Members and Staff: 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment on the National Council of State Housing Agencies’ 
(NCSHA) Recommended Practices in the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit) 
Administration. As a collaborative of twelve mission‐driven, multi‐state non‐profit affordable housing 
developers, Stewards of Affordable Housing for the Future (SAHF) is grateful for the work of NCSHA and 
its member housing finance agencies (Agencies) in developing and updating these practices to not only 
address the technical administration but advance a framework for a more equitable and effective use of 
the Housing Credit program.  
 
Per the Task Force’s request, SAHF has submitted survey responses on the four key areas for review. 
This letter compliments those survey responses, focusing on overlapping themes and two new 
recommended practices. 
 

• Wherever possible, NCSHA should establish or amend recommended practices to stress the 
importance of aligning resources. As agencies and industry partners seek to address rising costs, 
lower barriers to entry for BIPOC industry members, preserve affordable housing and attain 
specific policy goals, like responding to climate challenges, this cannot be overstated. Over the 
coming years, states will have access to and need to allocate resources from the American 
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) and more recently, the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 that could act as 
gap financing and/or further policy goals. For example, IRA includes billions of dollars of valuable 
energy‐related tax credits, retrofit funds rebates and other incentives for Housing Credit 
projects.  These funds could help create healthier, more resilient communities and create more 
equitable access to a healthy homes for residents.  However, the full power of these incentives 
will only be realized if agencies are thoughtful about how these incentives can be layered with 
Housing Credit funds. 

 
• As NCSHA considers how Housing Credit investment can advance health and equity, provide a 

new recommended practices on service-enriched housing, including clearly defining resident 
services; considering the capacity and commitment of developers;  ensuring services be 
resident‐centered; developing compliance systems; and considering resources to fund services. 
 

mailto:jtassos@ncsha.org
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• NCSHA and its member HFAs should be at the vanguard of addressing Housing Credit 
preservation challenges, providing new recommended practice(s) to protect nonprofits’ Right 
of First Refusal (ROFR). Challenges to a nonprofit’s ROFR are one of the most significant threats 
to the Housing Credit program, long‐ term affordability and mission‐driven nonprofits seeking 
the well‐being of residents—with implications to cost, preservation and equity. 

 
About SAHF 
SAHF is a collaborative of twelve mission‐driven, multi‐state non‐profit affordable housing developers – 
Mercy Housing, Volunteers of America, National Church Residences, National Housing Trust, Retirement 
Housing Foundation, Preservation of Affordable Housing, The NHP Foundation, BRIDGE Housing, 
CommonBond Communities, Community Housing Partners, Homes for America, and The Community 
Builders. SAHF members preserve and develop affordable multifamily homes that expand opportunity 
and create dignity for low‐income persons with disabilities, the elderly, families, and the homeless. SAHF 
members partner with the National Affordable Housing Trust (NAHT) – an affiliate of SAHF – which is a 
nonprofit low‐income housing tax credit syndicator. By efficiently and creatively leveraging private, 
public and philanthropic resources, SAHF members have developed or preserved more than 149,000 
affordable rental homes across the county, over half (56 percent) of which were financed using the Low‐
Income Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit).  
 
The following recommendations for NCSHA’s 2022 Recommended Practices are based on this 
experience as sophisticated multistate developers in a dynamic Housing Credit environment. 
  
Service-Enriched Housing (NEW RP) 
The pairing of a quality affordable rental home with services can help significantly improve resident 
outcomes, from housing stability to income, employment, and health. In the SAHF member portfolio, we 
see higher housing stability, increased income and better health outcomes, including access to primary 
care and lower ER visits among residents of service‐enriched housing. A robust and resident‐centered 
approach to resident services can also be a successful strategy for advancing racial equity. Services that 
are designed to foster the voice and agency of residents, by engaging them in the operation of 
affordable housing and in the larger community can enable structural change, particularly for residents 
of color who have historically been excluded from decision‐making that shapes their communities. 
Further, by assessing resident opportunities and preferences and resources in the community, resident 
services coordination can help close gaps in access to services and opportunities that have resulted from 
systemically racist allocation of resources and siting of homes. However, these wide‐ranging benefits are 
only achieved with intentionality and a commitment and capacity for resident‐centered services. 
Many Agencies already recognize the value of resident services and encourage or incentivize it in the 
QAPs.  We know from conversations with many agencies around SAHF’s Framework for a System of 
Resident Services Coordination and the Certified Organization for Resident Engagement and Services 
(CORES) program, that there is interest in recommendations and best practices around how services can 
be successfully required or incentivized in Housing Credit properties. As NCSHA considers how Housing 
Credit investment can advance health and equity, we urge you to consider a recommended practice 
around resident services that includes the following components: 

• A definition of what is meant by resident services. While many Agencies or other actors in the 
affordable housing space seek to encourage the presence of resident services, there is not a 

https://sahfnet.org/rscframework
https://sahfnet.org/rscframework
https://coresonline.org/
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common definition of resident services. Agencies should present a clear definition that is 
grounded in the benefits to and outcomes for residents that they seek to provide and allows 
flexibility in delivery platform and service packages. Agencies should clearly distinguish 
between supportive services required for Permanent Supportive Housing and resident 
services that may be available to a broader population. 

• A recommendation to consider the capacity and commitment of the developer/development 
team to provide resident-centered services at the enterprise/systems level or through a 
qualified third-party provider. In some cases, operators or development teams will point to 
successful services programs at a single property as evidence of capacity and commitment. 
While these examples may be very impactful, with systems and organizational commitment, 
replicating that success at a newly built property or one that undergoes a major event like 
rehabilitation can be very challenging. Agencies can mitigate that risk by looking to the systems 
that applicants have in place at the organizational level, as is done through the CORES 
certification process. 

• Services should be resident-centered and based on the best and most feasible assessment of 
the residents and communities. Impactful and equitable services are those that reflect the 
desires of residents. Agencies should avoid incentives that prescribe the types of services that 
should be provided or applicants that take a one‐size fits all approach. For example, a developer 
might operate an excellent after school program at many properties, but if a new property is 
next door to a high‐capacity Boys and Girls Club, those services may not be as impactful or 
aligned with the community. 

• Where owners have received an incentive in scoring, access to a set aside or funding for the 
provision of services, agencies should consider some sort of compliance requirement to ensure 
that impactful services are being provided. All compliance requirements should be balanced 
with the administrative burden they create for the agency and the operator and should be 
mindful to ensure that data collected from residents will be shared back with them and used for 
their benefit. 

• Finally, recommended practices should encourage agencies to consider how they can support a 
sustained source of funding for resident services, through underwriting criteria, increasing and 
capitalizing developer fee payments, or making soft loan funds available. Too often agencies 
or other funding partners require or incentivize services, but provide no funding or even 
flexibility to support them.  

 

Standardize Right of First Refusal (ROFR) Protections (NEW RP) 

Challenges to a nonprofit’s ROFR are one of the most significant threats to the Housing Credit program, 
long‐ term affordability and mission‐driven nonprofits seeking the well‐being of residents. To date, eight  
agencies have adopted language that strengthen nonprofits’ ROFR but as challenges become 
increasingly familiar and as firms adopt challenges as part of their business model or operating 
procedures, we urge NCSHA and member Agencies to further standardize ROFR protections. 
 
In our members’ experiences, ROFR disputes occur when a subset of investors seek to extract profits 
from Housing Credit properties, especially in high‐cost rental markets where rising property values 
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create opportunities for these investors to profit far beyond expectations or the program’s original 
intent. Our observations both in SAHF’s member portfolios and the broader industry reveal that these 
challenges most often arise from limited partners who were not the original tax credit investor, but 
rather purchased the interest during the initial fifteen‐year compliance period. We have seen these 
challenges most frequently on properties in high‐cost markets where rents and property values have 
escalated over the compliance period and there is perceived value in the real estate, ongoing cash flow 
and/or in the reserves held for the benefit of the property. This is particularly harmful since it may 
jeopardize housing affordability and risk further displacement of people of limited economic means in 
high‐cost markets. 
 
Thus far, we have seen no discernible public purpose to these challenges, only financial motivation. 
Multiple firms have adopted these challenges as a business model or as standard operating procedure. 
The rise of litigation on these issues is creating broader ambiguity that seems to be increasing the 
frequency with which our nonprofit members are experiencing these disputes. The impacts of these 
pervasive challenges are broad, and align with the issue areas identified by the Task Force. 
 

• Cost Implications:  
o Generally, nonprofits are spending significant time trying to structure new transactions 

to avoid costly challenges to the ROFR and carefully asset managing existing properties 
to avoid challenges. In some cases, this involves sizable payments to investors so that 
they agree to exit early to avoid the threat of a ROFR challenge. This can require 
additional refinancing or even sale of the asset.  

• Preservation and Protection of Renter Implications: 
o Challenges to ROFR are costly and when nonprofits and resident groups must allocate 

limited resources to defend them, these resources cannot be used for preservation or 
development of new homes, for the provision of resident services, or for other mission‐
aligned activities.  

o When the investor who has refused to honor the ROFR perceives value in the sale of the 
asset after affordability restrictions expire, nonprofit general partners often find 
themselves forced to sell to a third‐party or in a long‐term stalemate where the investor 
may not consent to significant repairs, refinancing or syndications that would preserve 
or extend affordability. This leads to erosion of quality in the housing stock and loss of 
units.  

o ROFR challenges can lead to a loss of affordable rental homes if the challenging party is 
successful and then uses the Qualified Contract loophole to end affordability restrictions 
early or seek other opportunities to remove the general partner and take control of the 
property.  

• Equity Implications:  
o ROFR challenges also present serious equity issues as these challenges can remove 

control of homes and community assets from the community that developed them and 
made them possible. 

 
The continuation of this trend puts affordable housing stock at risk through loss of units and jeopardizes 
support for the Housing Credit program. Nonprofits are trusted partners that undertake challenging 
transactions and partnerships to reinvest in communities that have suffered disinvestment and injustice. 
If this ROFR trend continues, it will cause lasting financial harm to nonprofit housing providers and the 
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communities they serve by diverting resources, potentially removing homes, and making partnerships 
more difficult to forge.  
 
SAHF strongly supports including a new Recommended Practice to strengthen ROFR protections, 
including clarifying elements of the nonprofit ROFR in standard documents, incentivizing language in 
standard partnership agreements intended to prohibit the limited partner interest from being sold to a 
party with a history of attempting to frustrate Section 42(I)(7) ROFRs, avoid making new awards to 
projects undertaken with sponsors or investors who have prevented ROFR transfers (or exercised QCs) 
in the past, requiring as a default that reserves stay with the property at the end of the compliance 
period, and including in the extended use agreement requirements to make notice of transfers of 
partnership or member interests. Agencies should consider whether approval of transfers is necessary 
beyond notification, and if so, ways to ensure that this does not cause an additional layer of bureaucracy 
during the exit process.   

 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on the Recommended Practices and for your 
hard work to coordinate these updates.  We look forward to working with NCSHA and the Agencies to 
uphold excellence in the administration of the Housing Credit Program. Please don’t hesitate to contact 
me with any questions about our letter including the two new proposed recommended practices, or our 
survey responses (see Appendix). 

 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Althea Arnold 
Senior Vice President, Policy 
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Appendix: SAHF Responses to NCSHA Survey on Housing Credit Recommended Practices1 
 
 
Responding to Higher Development and Operating Costs 
NCSHA’s August 2 memorandum requesting input on the Recommended Practices points to high 
development and operating costs, highlighting what SAHF members have also been experiencing from 
construction and supply chain delays, skyrocketing insurance premiums, as well as costs driven higher by 
regulatory restrictions and responding to policy goals.  
 
Agencies are at the same time in a unique position to respond to these cost challenges. Several 
agencies, for example, are making additional funding rounds available for American Rescue Plan Act 
(ARPA) funding and other soft sources. NCSHA should encourage Agencies to consider how to identify 
and align these funding sources or allocate additional credits, especially for developments that 
experience unexpected funding gaps and/or advance important policy goals –including sustainability 
and resident services ‐‐that may increase costs. 
 
SAHF also recommends the following updates to NCSHA’s 2017 Recommended Practices (RPs): 

Ensuring Reasonable Development Costs (RP 14): 

• RP 14 provides that agencies should develop a standard for limiting development costs to 
reasonable amounts, based on total development costs.  The guidance recognizes the need for 
flexibility in the process and urges agencies to look to past data and to compare costs to other 
deals competing in the same allocation cycle. Given rising costs, especially in this inflationary 
environment, RP 14 should be updated to more strongly clarify that these reasonableness 
standards be frequently evaluated and compared per application cycle to reflect current 
economic conditions, instead of weighed against past years’ performances. Agencies should 
publish data, including aggregate costs in cost certifications, to provide guidance in the 
application process. For example, Ohio Housing Finance Agency’s Cost Containment Limits are 
determined from public input, recently submitted cost certifications and third party data. 

• Agencies should also reconsider cost containment scoring categories as otherwise competitive 
projects may not be put forth due to cost limits. Minnesota Housing removed this category in 
recent years, and while the Agency uses costs considerations in making awards, does not make 
it a threshold.  Relatedly, agencies should allow for some flexibility for applicants to explain 
variances in these cost limits for particular deals based on their characteristics and timeline. 
Agency data referenced in the previous bullet should also acknowledge this dimensionality.  
 
The discussion in NCSHA’s 2017 RP 14 acknowledges that the cost of developing affordable 
housing can vary widely within a state – in urban areas, for projects subject to prevailing wage 
requirements, etc.‐ yet still endorses a single cost limit applicable to an entire state. SAHF 
encourages NCSHA to amend this recommended practice to encourage Agencies to develop 

 
1 These survey responses are only for questions on existing recommended practices. SAHF also submitted our 
recommendations on service‐enriched housing and ROFR protections in response to NCSHA’s questions about new 
recommended practices. Those proposals are highlighted in the letter, and not included again here. 

https://ohiohome.org/ppd/documents/2022-CostContainment.pdf
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cost controls that are responsive to the varying costs of different project types in different 
locations. 
 
Flexibility around cost controls is also an important way to recognize that policy goals in the 
state’s Qualified Allocation Plans (QAPs), including environmental sustainability and community 
amenities, often escalate costs themselves. These emerging policies are intended to incentivize 
innovation and upfront investments that will generate long term benefits for properties and 
residents in communities. For example, sustainability provisions can lower energy costs, reduce 
carbon emissions, creating healthier living environments and climate resilient communities.  In 
some cases though, innovation comes at a higher cost.  NCHSA should urge agencies to 
consider where additional allowance to total development cost limits would be appropriate 
where there are innovative approaches used and additional funding may be leveraged.   
 

Developer Fee and Builder Fee Limits (RP 15)  

While generally SAHF agrees that 15 percent of total development costs (TDC) is appropriate as a 
developer fee, RP 15 should be updated to more clearly acknowledge that developer fees are 
compensation for risk, identify when developer fee exceptions should be made, and to recommend 
against constraining further below 15 percent of TDC. SAHF recommends that RP 15 also be updated to 
include the following as types of project types where an increased fee may be appropriate: 

• Service-Enriched Housing, with definitions described below in Service‐Enriched Housing section, 
and Agencies considering a threshold spent on services/service coordination. 

• BIPOC partnerships, to acknowledge the fee is split between partners. More information on this 
can be found in the section on encouraging BIPOC partnerships. 
 

SAHF further recommends that the sentence in NCSHA’s 2017 Recommended Practices, “Agencies 
should apply the same developer fee standard to Housing Credit developments financed with tax‐
exempt bonds” be removed from the 2022 update. This sentence was not in previous versions of 
NCSHA’s Recommended Practices and we recommend that it be removed for a 2022 update. Agencies 
should ensure basic underwriting standards across all Housing Credit projects but should also have the 
flexibility to encourage and attract these additional resources, and acknowledge that it may be 
appropriate to evaluate certain aspects of bond transactions differently.  For instance, caps on deferred 
developer fees on bond transactions may be counter‐productive, particularly in states where there are 
plenty of bond volume/4 percent credits. Deferred fees can provide an additional source of equity to 
address funding gaps.  Agencies should have the flexibility to differentiate between developer fee 
standards between 4 percent and 9 percent. Ideally this flexibility would be explicit in RP 15, but at 
minimum NCSHA should remove the reference to the “same” standard.  

 

Verification of Expenditures and Issuance of IRS Form 8609 (RP 17) 

While SAHF strongly supports Agency oversight and diligence in detecting fraudulent practices, we agree 
with colleagues at the Affordable Housing Tax Credit Coalition that certain practices have made the 
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timing of the cost certification and 8609 delivery process beyond the expectations of the Code and 
investors, and are an uneconomic duplication of professional and developer resources. RP 17 should 
thus be amended to allow cost certifications by licensed professionals to be, on a general basis, 
accepted on its face provided that the independent certified public accountants meet and certify to 
standardized practices in preparing the cost certification. Some Agencies require duplicative support 
for the cost certification on a regular basis.  Either random retesting should be done or Agencies should 
perform a separate audit in limited circumstances where warranted.  

Operating and Replace Reserves (RP 19) 

The current RP states that agencies should require reserves to stay with a development at the time of 
investor exit so that the owner can access the accounts should the property require access to that 
capital, and should review partnership agreements to ensure this policy is enforced. This is an important 
default position to ensure good stewardship of resources and long‐term preservation. The RP should 
also acknowledge that it may be appropriate to release operating reserves in out years to fund deferred 
developer fees. 

In requiring reserves, agencies should also consider exceptions when investors or institutions are 
providing alternative methods of risk sharing to meet the long term needs of the projects, including 
foundation provided operating support to meet operating contingencies in lieu of reserves or special 
fund or syndicator provided reserves that would be applied on a portfolio basis to meet these needs.   

 
Preserving Affordability and Protecting Low-Income Renters  
SAHF commends NCSHA for recommended practices that encourage proactive and strategic 
preservation strategies, and including important provisions on qualified contract requests and 
enforcement of extended use agreements in the 2017 RPs. Agencies can and should be at the vanguard 
of preservation and ensuring the well‐being of renters, and we therefore recommend the following be 
included in the 2022 RPs: 

Extended Use Agreements (RP 25) 

This RP should require terms in the extended use agreement requiring notice of transfers of partnership 
or member interests. Agencies should consider whether approval of transfers is necessary beyond 
notification, and if so, ways to ensure that this does not cause an additional layer of bureaucracy during 
the exit process.   

Encouraging Preservation with the Housing Credit (RP 26) 

This RP recognizes that the Housing Credit is a critical tool for preservation. We would recommend that 
the RP be further strengthened to note the role that Agencies can play in prioritizing preservation, 
identifying and aligning resources, including those from ARPA and the Inflation Reduction Act, to 
address climate challenges and retrofit affordable housing. 

As Agencies continue to use Housing Credit allocations for Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) 
conversions, we also recommend that NCSHA include in this RP a standard for valuations. Specifically, 
agencies should accept acquisitions valued at market value, rather than the capitalized value of 
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current NOI. SAHF members have seen varying interpretations by state, and the latter makes 
recapitalization less feasible by limiting acquisition basis and credits. RAD conversions should be 
considered in the same category as Section 8 preservation deals; RAD rents should be used in valuation, 
not current NOI limited by public housing underwriting requirements to operate properties at 
breakeven.   

Owner and Management Training (RP 34) 

NCSHA’s memo points to a recent report that asserts residents of Housing Credit properties are not at a 
significantly lower risk of eviction than residents of market‐rate properties,” perhaps in part because 
“nearly all (91 percent) of the QAPs had no substantial mention of eviction.” NCSHA should amend this 
RP to encourage incentives for eviction prevention and housing stability. 

Related to SAHF’s recommendation on resident services and service‐enriched housing, we also 
recommend that this RP be amended to incentivize opportunities to cross-train and/or integrate 
management with resident services. 

Distributing Income and Rent Limits (RP 36) 

The affordable housing industry has been awaiting Treasury’s updated guidance on the Average Income 
Test (AIT) minimum set‐aside, and now expect this to be released in Fall 2022. SAHF members and NAHT 
welcomed the introduction of AIT as a valuable tool for helping to create mixed income properties and 
communities, a viable means for targeting some units to people with extremely low incomes and a 
necessary flexibility for serving smaller and rural communities. SAHF members are already using AIT in 
some transactions, but have found some Agencies and investors hesitant to proceed without regulatory 
guidance. We further encourage NCSHA to consider updating this RP or creating a new RP on income 
averaging when the guidance comes out.  

Encouraging Fair Housing Compliance (RP 41) 

The current RP states that Agencies can further fair housing compliance by requiring owners and 
property managers to attend trainings and encouraging use of fair housing marketing plans. To 
strengthen this RP and the intention, we recommend that it be amended to requiring training AND use 
of fair housing marketing plans. 

Using the Housing Credit for Supportive Housing (RP 12) 

NCSHA should strengthen this RP by incentivizing funding and partnerships to support these projects 
and residents. Agencies should be operating cross- collaboratively with divisions of health, etc. to 
provide engaged connection with needed services. Agencies should also be urged to consider:  

• Ways to pay for services, including targeting state funds (including ARPA funds) into regional 
coordinators to make connections between housing and services, including services in operating 
expenses above the line and correspondingly require less leveraging for PSH deals &/or adjust 
scoring so increased operating expenses are not problematic. 

• Timing of funding rounds so that service commitments can be in had at housing application 
time. 
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• Timing and expenses that goes into forming partnerships, developing MOUs, and receiving 
approvals from CoCs as part of the funding application process for PSH set‐asides with only a 
fraction of projects awarded. Agencies should consider ways to strike a balance between the 
resources required and need for formalized partnerships ahead of awards. 
 

Expanding Opportunity for Renters and Industry Participants of Color  

SAHF acknowledges that centuries of racially unjust policy has created inequity in every aspect of society 
including housing, making home less affordable and less accessible for many people of color. In 2021, 
SAHF and its board adopted a Pledge to Advance Racial Equity (Pledge) that outlines six focus areas in 
which SAHF and its member organizations will individually and collectively work to advance racial equity: 
board commitment and transparency; people and culture; real estate and investment; contracting and 
spending; resident experience; and policy. Advancing racial equity is a mission imperative, and we 
commend the Task Force on seeking ways to improve the Recommended Practices in this area. While 
the current RPs take some steps on fair housing compliance, more can and should be done to advance 
racial equity by incentivizing partnerships with community‐based and BIPOC‐led firms, siting affordable 
rental homes, and financing and development structures that may create opportunities for residents to 
build agency, power or wealth.  

Qualified Allocation Plan (RP 1) 
Streamlined applications with straightforward scoring are strongly desired and help developer partners 
move projects efficiently, while fostering an equitable Housing Credit system. Agencies should consider 
ways to reduce barriers to entry, including overly complex and lengthy checklists. These processes can 
cause inefficiencies for experienced developers, and create barriers to smaller developers, including 
BIPOC developers. Agencies should explore pre-applications and/or decreasing the number of 
required items in an effort to promote efficiency and equity for developers.  
 
Agencies should also create real scoring incentives targeted at partnerships. Wisconsin Housing and 
Economic  Development Authority gives points for BIPOC developer partners and requires a specific 
substantial ownership split.  
 
Development and Management Experience (RP 7) 

This RP should explicitly acknowledge the disparities in access to capital of many BIPOC developers and 
urge states to explore other barriers and how resources can be used to address them, including 
fostering partnerships, training, etc. Agencies should also adjust scoring in terms of developer’s 
experience and developer’s financial capacity if partnered with another organization with more 
experience. The requirements for net worth and liquidity shouldn’t be applied to an organization that is 
not providing guarantees. Also, if there are groups that have traditionally been excluded, providing 
points based on previous Housing Credit experience (especially when partnered with a more 
experienced partner), just continues the pattern of exclusion and benefits those who have historically 
benefited. SAHF also recommends: 

• Some agencies limit the number of applications a given sponsor can submit or awards it can 
receive. Agencies should not count BIPOC partnership applications toward this limit thus, 

https://www.sahfnet.org/our-story/sahf-racial-equity-pledge
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mitigating concern among larger sponsors when having to choose between its own application 
and another application in partnership with a BIPOC partner (RP 6). 

• BIPOC partnerships are often a mission play, acknowledging the need for bona‐fide access for 
the BIPOC members of the industry but these partnerships are often economically 
disadvantageous. In cases where fees are reduced to make a deal work, and split among 
partners, and cash‐flow is split, the cost to the more seasoned developer is often the same or 
more and yet there is less needed fee. Lack of further capacity and/or constraints on the 
number of applications mean there is no other way to make up for that lost fee. Further, some 
agencies require that the BIPOC developer be the majority General Partner, splitting the fee and 
cashflow accordingly, but guarantees are not shared this way to some BIPOC balance sheet 
limitations. Agencies should increase developer fees for BIPOC partnerships and consider splits 
to make partnerships at least economically neutral. 

• Agencies should also consider increased developer fees for BIPOC developers, as California Tax 
Credit Allocation Committee does for 4 percent projects sponsored by BIPOC developers: sized 
at 20% of unadjusted basis, rather than 15%, helping BIPOC developers build liquidity and 
traction more quickly. 

 
Optimizing the Siting of New Housing Credit Developments  
 
Qualified Allocation Plans (RP 1) 
NCSHA’s memo recognizes that “where to develop new affordable housing is not made in a vacuum and 
is greatly impacted by the issues identified in the preceding sections of this memo on development 
costs, preservation, and racial equity”. Recognizing this intersectionality, we recommend that this RP 
which states that agencies should design QAPs to encourage type, location, and tenancy should explicitly 
say that agencies should consider how QAPs will impact BIPOC communities and could advance racial 
equity.  
 
Sustainable Development (RP 12) 
As noted in NCSHA’s memo, an increasing number of HFAs  prioritize energy efficiency and green 
building program as a strategy to improve a range of long‐term outcomes.  By last count, there were at 
least 30 states and Washington, D.C. that either mandated or incentivized green building standards. 
More states and localities are exploring goals around clean energy (carbon emissions reduction) with a 
lens towards racial equity.  NCSHA should update this RP to encourage states to consider how they can 
incentivize advanced energy savings programs such as Passive House of the US Department of 
Energy’s Zero Energy Ready Home program (DOE ZERH) in addition to green building standards.  These 
energy savings programs can also help mitigate climate‐related risks, such as extreme heat. SAHF 
completed a portfolio‐level climate risk assessment of if its members’ 2,000 properties in several 
categories (flood, wind, fire and temperature) and extreme temperature (heat and cold) proved to be 
the most widespread risk. Standards like Passive House create a dwelling that can remain habitable at 
extreme temperatures for longer periods of time and can restore and maintain those temperatures 
more easily – putting less strain on generators or alternate power sources in the event of climate related 
disruption. 

When considering an allocation of Housing Credits for the construction of a new property or 
preservation of an existing one, many HFAs  already consider whether a property is located in a flood 

https://sahfnet.org/climate-resilience
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plan.  As climate related disruptions increase in frequency, it will become increasingly important to plan 
for the risk that creates for affordable rental homes and their residents.   

We urge NCSHA to update its RPs around development locations that adopts the Enterprise Green 
Communities standards around floodplains, which does not award credit/eligibility to new 
construction properties with high flood risk, and encourages relocation of any dwelling units from the 
ground floor in existing properties that are at high risk.   Any recommended practice should also urge 
agencies to consider how they may help developers access resources for additional costs of mitigation 
in preservation projects through underwriting or use of soft funds.  

Concerted Community Revitalization Plans (RP 3) 
We appreciate that the current RP endorses CCRPs that don’t have public agency involvement and 
suggest that this remains, acknowledging the CCRPs are often grassroot. The RP could be amended to 
provide more flexibility in the interpretation of CCRP definitions, for example allowing a city’s 
comprehensive plan identifying affordable housing in a particular area to qualify versus not counting it 
when it doesn’t name the actual site (this eliminates good sites from scoring and/or misses emerging 
opportunities). 
 
Promoting Choice and Opportunity for Housing Credit Residents (RP 9) 
The focus of this RP is on siting of properties but could be strengthened and more in line with the title by 
urging Agencies to adopt more policies that uphold resident voice and agency, including a new 
recommended practice on resident‐centered, service‐enriched housing. Services are often the 
connective tissue in the communities highlighted in this RP. 
 
Application Procedures and Site Visits (RP 6) 
NCSHA should update this RP to urge Agencies to analyze issues including subordinating debt to HUD, 
sharing best practices on reasonable policies and practices.  
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